We formulate a generic concept of engineering optical modes and mechanical resonances in a pair of optically-coupled light-guiding membranes for achieving cascaded light scattering to multiple Stokes and anti-Stokes orders. By utilizing the light pressure exerted on the webs and their induced flexural vibrations, featuring flat phonon dispersion curve with a non-zero cut-off frequency, we show how to realize exact phase-matching between multiple successive optical sidebands. We predict continuous-wave generation of frequency combs for fundamental and high-order optical modes mediated via backward-and forward-propagating phonons, accompanied by periodic reversal of the energy flow between mechanical and optical modes without using any kind of cavity. These results reveal new possibilities for tailoring light-sound interactions through simultaneous Raman-like intramodal and Brillouin-like intermodal scattering processes.
Subwavelength confinement of light and sound in optical waveguides and cavities, achieved by precise structural engineering, allows optomechanical nonlinearities to surpass all other nonlinear effects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . This has led to the development of unprecedentedly efficient hybrid photonicphononic signal processing devices, such as photonic radio-frequency notch [6] [7] [8] [9] and multi-pole bandpass filters 10 , novel sources for optical frequency combs [11] [12] [13] and lasers with ultra-low phasenoise 14 . These devices exploit an effect commonly known as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS): a refractive index grating provided by a propagating acoustic wave reflects pump photons into a counter-propagating Stokes wave at a frequency red-shifted by a few GHz. Its beat-note with the remaining pump signal reinforces, in turn, the acoustic wave via electrostriction or radiation pressure 15 .
Strong light-sound interaction in nanostructured waveguides also allowed SBS-like processes to be enriched with two more scattering phenomena involving two co-propagating optical modes: stimulated inter-polarization scattering (SIPS) between two orthogonal polarization directions 16 , and stimulated inter-modal scattering (SIMS) between co-polarized optical modes 17, 18 . Much like in SBS, the frequency shifts in both SIPS and SIMS depend on the pump laser frequency and both types of transitions require phonons with a significant amount of momentum: as a result, each phonon mediates only one specific transition. Although favorable for all-optical reconfigurable isolation schemes 19 , the large axial phonon wavevector makes cascaded stimulated scattering extremely inefficient 20 . So far, the reported demonstrations exploited SBS in optical cavities, where phase-matching of cascaded transitions with the same phonon is possible due to interplay with four-wave mixing 13 . A fundamentally different situation emerges for photons interacting with THz-frequency optical phonons associated with molecular vibrations (also referred to as coherence waves): their frequency-wavevector relation is, in strong contrast to the dispersion of acoustic modes mediating SBS, perfectly flat, so that both the optical pump wavelength and the phonon wavevector can be freely chosen without changing the phonon frequency. As its group velocity equals to zero, the single optical phonon can mediate transitions between pairs of adjacent side-bands within a given optical mode, their frequencies spaced by the common Raman shift. The number of side-bands generated in the optical spectrum via cascaded stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is, however, restricted by two effects: on the one hand, Raman transitions experience strong dephasing due to group-velocity dispersion (GVD) increased with rising an order of the involved adjacent sidebands, rendering their excitation more and more inefficient. On the other hand, if pump-to-Stokes and pump-to-anti-Stokes transitions are driven by phonons of identical frequency and momentum (e.g. for negligible GVD) and if only single-frequency laser light is launched, each generated phonon would be immediately annihilated. This, in turn, prevents a phonon population from building up, leading to coherent gain suppression. First predicted 21 and observed 22 in free space, its dramatic impact on optical frequency comb generation has been recently studied in gas-filled hollow-core photonic crystal fibers 23, 24 . Hence, to generate a large number of side-bands even in presence of significant GVD, the phonon frequency has to be orders of magnitude smaller than the optical pump frequency. Although impossible for Raman molecules, this condition is typically met for transverse acoustic resonances in nanostructured waveguides representing artificial Raman oscillators: the dispersion of their associated acoustic phonons is, similar to optical phonons in gases, flat close to cut-off allowing them to mediate intra-modal stimulated Raman-like scattering (SRLS) among many orders of Stokes and anti-Stokes side-bands 25 . Such optical frequency combs were generated for SRLS by GHz vibrations in the ~1 µm-thin solid core of a photonic crystal fibre (PCF) 20, 25 , a membrane-suspended silicon waveguide 26 and also by flexural vibrations at ~6 MHz in a dualnanoweb fiber 27 , the system investigated in this work. Its structure is formed by a capillary fibre that holds two flexible silica membranes ("nanowebs") in its hollow channel, spaced by a tiny interweb gap (Fig. 1) . Transverse radiation pressure acting between these coupled waveguides gives considerable rise to the refractive indices of guided optical supermodes at mW launched optical powers 1, 2 . Despite such giant optomechanical nonlinearity, this system features perfect conditions for gain suppression: the Raman-like frequency shift provided by flexural nanoweb vibrations (~6 MHz) is so small that GVD is fully negligible. Observing the nanowebs selfoscillate at their mechanical resonant frequency, when only a few mW of single-frequency laser light was launched, was therefore unexpected. This is because so far hardly any attention has been paid to the interplay of processes as diverse as Raman and Brillouin scattering, or their respective analogues SRLS and SIPS/SIMS in waveguides: they typically occur in fundamentally different frequency ranges, rendering them intrinsically uncoupled. Based on a general theoretical model, this paper reveals conditions under which this paradigm breaks down: for this we consider an axially perfectly uniform dual-nanoweb fiber (cross-section sketched in Fig.1(b) ) supporting one fundamental flexural mode in each nanoweb and also two copolarized optical eigenmodes referred to as slow (s) and fast (f). On the one hand, a highly unusual situation stems from the simultaneous presence of a forward-and a backward-propagating flexural wave at the same frequency: these can alternatingly mediate s  f and f  s transitions in a ladderlike fashion (Figs. 2(a) and (b) ), leading, in strong contrast to SBS, to a unique cascade of transitions between numerous exactly phase-matched SIMS side-bands. The optical frequency comb generated this way will feature all its even-order side-bands (spaced by twice the SIMS frequency shift) in the fundamental optical mode, whereas odd-order ones will appear in the higher-order optical mode. On the other hand, intricate co-operation between Raman-like SRLS and Brillouin-like SIMS becomes possible ( Fig. 2(c) ), a fact that has been found to frustrate SRLS gain suppression in a particular dual-nanoweb sample with strong axial non-uniformities 18 . We show that SRLS and SIMS can be synchronized (i.e. happen at the same frequency) even in the absence of any axial non-uniformities: the only requirements are a slight offset between the flexural frequencies in each nanoweb as well as some tuning of the optical pump wavelength. The resulting evolution of the optical side-band powers along the fibre shows that under these circumstances energy transfer between individual optical modes and flexural vibrations can go toand-fro, making it possible to enhance one flexural mode via supression of another.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Theory of stimulated light scattering by flexural vibrations
We demonstrate the two aforementioned effects in an idealized dual-nanoweb structure whose cross-section is sketched in Fig. 1(b) : each silica nanoweb features a width wj (j = 1,2 refers to upper and lower nanoweb). At their suspensions to the inner capillary walls (which are indicated in grey), the thicknesses of the nanowebs are hj and their spacing is hg. For simplicity, we assume the following h1 = h2 = hg = h = 500 nm. The formation of bound optical modes guiding light in the coupled waveguides is ensured by a slightly convex design of both nanowebs: their thickness at the centre of the structure is 100 nm larger than at the edges and supposed to follow a Gaussian profile. Choosing its waist ~1.5 µm along with wj ≥15 µm makes it possible to provide low losses for both the single-lobed slow (s) and double-lobed fast (f) optical modes ( Fig. 1(c) ). Assuming h << wj, SIMS transitions between these two optical modes and as well as SRLS transitions within each of them are then mediated by phonons of the same (fundamental) flexural resonance. These interactions can be described by a set of coupled-mode equations governing the slowly-varying electric field amplitudes and the envelope of the flexural vibrations. In the steady state (/t = 0) they take the form (see Methods for derivation)
Here, sn and fn represent the slowly-varying electric field amplitudes of the n th side-band in the slow and fast mode, respectively, αs and αf are the loss coefficients of the slow and fast optical mode, Rj the slowly-varying amplitudes of SRLS phonons in nanoweb j, When two-frequency laser light is launched into the fibre so as to seed the pump and firstorder Stokes side-bands simultaneously in both optical modes, the general boundary conditions of Eqs. (1) are
where n,m is the Kronecker delta (m = 2, 1, 0, +1), L the fibre length, Ps,0(1) and Pf,0(1) the powers launched into the slow and the fast optical modes at the pump and the 1 st -order Stokes frequencies (P0 = Ps,0 + Ps,1 + Pf,0 + Pf,1). The effective noise power Pnoise = kBT0jK /(2jK) (K = R or M) in optical side-bands adjacent to the seeded ones accounts for the large population of thermal phonons available for spontaneous scattering in the system 31 (kB is Boltzmann's constant and T is the ambient temperature). When the backward SIMS phonon is included in Eqs. (1), the boundary conditions are split which means that one has to solve coupled dynamical equations describing processes evolving in opposite directions. To keep causality, an iterative scheme was used in which Eqs. (1a)  (1d) and Eq. (1e) were solved sequentially until convergence was reached.
Intricate coupling of forward and backward inter-modal scattering
We begin our analysis with a situation in which Brillouin-like scattering (SIMS) is fully uncoupled from Raman-like scattering (SRLS), while forward-and backward-propagating flexural waves are permitted to coexist at the same frequency. In an idealized dual-nanoweb fibre this generally happens if the pump wavelength is not explicitly tuned to fulfill conditions for the synchronization of SRLS and SIMS (see next Section). Provided that the pump side-band (P) in the slow and the 1 st -order Stokes side-band (S1) in the fast optical mode are seeded, a cascade of SIMS transitions is driven. The boundary conditions (Eq. (2) 
is the contrast of optical power between the slow and the fast modes. Thus, P governs the stimulation of s  f and f  s SIMS transitions: if the input power in the slow mode is greater than in the fast one, sf grows until reaching its maximum for P(z) = 0, when the generation of forward SIMS phonons driving the P  S1 transition is strongest. After that, P changes its sign, causing decay of sf and rise of fs which results in noise-driven creation of backward SIMS phonons stimulating the S1  S2 transition. Next, s  f and f  s transitions to higher anti-Stokes and Stokes orders follow one by another in a ladder-like fashion. Thus, an optical frequency comb is generated, with even-and odd-order side-bands appearing alternatingly in the slow and the fast mode (see dispersion diagram in Fig. 2(b) ). ), the profile of the mean comb frequency contains a periodic sequence of steps: these indicate regions of maximal work that coincide with peaks in the modal power contrast (plotted in Fig. 3 (d) ).
On the contrary, close-to-zero (or zero when The remarkably high SIMS gain permits tuning of the grating period ranging from several millimeters for P0 ~ 1 W to meter-scale for P0 < 1 mW which can find applications in microwave photonics 15 . It is instructive to note that the slight blue-shifts of the mean comb frequency in some fibre sections are caused by nonlocality of the optomechanical interactions, allowing a reversed energy flow from the mechanical vibrations back to the optical fields. Such a situation emerges as a result of growing phase delay between optical pressure fs and backward SIMS phonons as they travel back from the point where they were generated. The scale of this nonlocality is determined by the phonon propagation distance given by 18 . Another remarkable effect is straight coupling between forward-and backwardpropagating SIMS phonons through reflection from the fiber end faces. This condition impacts the phase relationship between acoustic vibrations and optical modes close to the fiber output which resulted in suppression of the backward SIMS phonon and the associated upshift of the mean comb frequency for the slow mode at the ~28 сm position (see Figs. 3(a) and (c) ). Typically, the frequency shift in SIMS transitions is larger than for SRLS because the flexural dispersion of the fundamental resonance in a single nanoweb is monotonous (see Fig. 2(a) ). Hence, to study the interplay of SRLS and SIMS at a common frequency, we tailor the flexural dispersion curves of the nanowebs to achieve a frequency offset allowing both SRLS and SIMS with a single Stokes frequency shift. This requires geometrical asymmetry, i.e. different widths of upper and lower nanowebs, and, on the other hand, some tuning of the optical pump wavelength. We simulate the optical and acoustic dispersions (see Methods) and plot in Fig. 4 the structural asymmetry required to synchronize SRLS and SIMS, i.e. the ratio w1/w2, as a function of the pump wavelength for three structures featuring different SRLS phonon frequencies 0. Notably all these curves are non-monotonous, which means that for any given structure synchronized SRLS and SIMS may occur at up to two specific optical wavelengths.
Cascaded inter-and intra-modal scattering
SRLS features several key properties that were characterized in detail in Refs. 18 and 20 : to unbalance gain suppression, it generally requires seeding the pump and the Stokes side-bands within one optical mode. The optical pressures ss and ff driving flexural vibrations close to cutoff (see Fig. 2(a) ) are in the absence of optical losses solely defined by the input optical field. Unaffected by power redistribution between the side-bands, the fibre length, and the amplitude of flexural vibrations 33 , they are constant along the whole waveguide. This means that the work done by the optical field over them is also unvaried along the fibre. Fig. 4 for an interplay between SRLS and forward/backward SIMS (see Fig. 2(c) for phase diagram) . Under these circumstances, each optical side-band is linked to adjacent ones within the same mode by SRLS and in opposite modes by SIMS. Dashed lines denote correspondence between the highest contrasts in modal powers and turning points of comb mean frequencies.
Next, we consider the interplay of SRLS and forward/backward SIMS which occurs when the pump and 1 st -order Stokes side-bands are seeded in both optical modes at the same time. Under these circumstances, all possible transitions are simultaneously driven, leading to the generation of frequency combs in each optical mode with all side-bands populated (see Fig. 2(c) ). Figure 5 shows the spatial evolution of all side-band powers and vibrational amplitudes along the fibre at an optical pump wavelength  = 1.55 µm and for w1 = 23 µm, w2 = 28.06 µm, P0 = 4 mW, Ps,0/P0 = Pf,/P0 = 0.49, Ps,1/P0 = Pf,/P0 = 0.01, s = 0.01 m 1 and f = 0.1 m 1 . While isolated SRLS spreads the power among side-bands within a given optical mode by allowing the optical field to do constant mechanical work over flexural vibrations along the fiber 18 , and pure SIMS makes optical modes to exchange power by performing mechanical work periodically one after another (Figs. 3 (a) and (b) ), their coupling yields surprising results: the spatial evolution of the comb mean frequencies features oscillations with pronounced amplitudes covering ~10 sidebands, occurring in opposite phase for the slow and the fast modes (Figs. 5(a) and (b) ). This indicates that energy transfer between individual optical modes and vibrations can go to-and-fro without using any form of cavity, in contrast to energy flow between electromagnetic and acoustic forms which is always one-way, as evidenced by a net downshift of the optical spectrum mean frequency. Seeded by the light launched at the input fibre face end, SRLS creates many side-bands in each optical mode.
However, the phase-lags between SRLS phonons and optical side-bands are not fixed anymore, as it was in case of isolated SRLS 33 , since each pair of adjacent side-bands in both optical modes drives SIMS transitions at every position along the fibre (Fig. 2(c) ). Hence, SRLS and forward/backward SIMS phonons can be partially absorbed by side-bands of slow or fast mode depending on respective phase delay, enabling oscillations of comb mean frequencies.
Notably, the positions where the modal power contrast takes maximal values, indicating maximal work done by SIMS transitions, coincide with the turning points of comb mean frequencies as well as with maximal and minimal values of SRLS phonon amplitudes (compare Figs. 5(a)-(d) ). This is because SIMS processes provide power transfer between optical modes mediated by generation/suppression of respective vibrations and interfere with SRLS.
Finally, we point out that the strength of these oscillations in powers between optical modes and mechanical resonances stem from the asymmetric contributions of the fundamental and highorder optical mode to the optomechanical interactions. Since GVDs, modal indices, and nonlinear optomechanical coupling rates were found to be very close for both modes (see Methods), the significant imbalance in the modal loss rates s and f is the main reason for the oscillations of the comb mean frequencies over ~10 sidebands in each optical mode. We note, however, that these oscillations do not disappear even if s and f are equal: driven by slight differences in other parameters, the oscillation amplitude will drop under these circumstances to ~2 side-bands.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that a pair of highly mechanically compliant light-guiding membranes provides a promising playground for the generation of unique optomechanical patterns without using any kind of optical or acoustic cavity. We derive a general theoretical model describing inter-and intramodal light scattering to multipole Stokes and anti-Stokes orders. Stimulated Raman-like light scattering generates a frequency comb for a single optical mode associated with static flexural vibrations of a constant amplitude along the whole waveguide. Stimulated inter-modal light scattering creates frequency combs for fundamental (slow) and high-order (fast) optical modes at even and odd side-bands, respectively, backward-and forward-propagating flexural phonons forming an effective optoacoustic grating. Its period can be tuned over a wide range from mm-to meter-scale. Adjustment of nanoweb widths allows matching both these Raman-like and Brillouinlike processes. As a result, the system drives intricate optomechanical patterns permitting periodic reversal of the energy flow between mechanical and optical modes.
Our results can be transferred to a variety of systems supporting Raman-like and intermodal scattering, providing great capacity for practical use. Specifically, in silicon photonics combination of SIMS and SRLS would enable novel ways of active mode conversion, which may have applications in switching, power routing and on-chip mode-division multiplexing 17, 26, 34, 35 . The considered dual-web waveguides allow easy independent geometric tuning of the wavevectors and frequencies (up to a few GHz by using thicker and less-wide webs 17, 26 ) for SIMS and SRLS phonons without influence on optical modes, unlike in most Brillouin systems 3 . Therefore, interplay of SIMS and SRLS can be used as a flexible platform to generate acoustically decoupled but opto-mechanically related static and propagating-wave phonons for on-chip acousto-optic devices. Beyond that, our findings can be used for microwave-over-optical signal processing 36, 37 and optical frequency metrology 38 . 
METHODS
Derivation of optomechanical coupled-mode equations
In general, the interaction between TE-polarized optical waves and flexural phonons can be described by the following equations 
where j is the web deflection, The instantaneous deflection of the nanowebs due to flexural vibrations can be written as follows:
where the subscripts R and M stand for SRLS and SIMS phonons, Rj (z) and
Mz denote their dimensionless slowly-varying field envelopes ("+" for forward and "-" for backward phonons), jR and jM the phonon eigenfrequencies, VjM the group velocity of the SIMS phonons (the group velocity of the SRLS phonons is negligible), jR0 (x) and jM0 (x) are the transverse profiles of the SRLS and SIMS phonons (profiles for forward and backward phonons are supposed to be identical), normalized as Firstly, we obtain an eigenvalue equation for flexural modes by inserting Eq. (7) 
where C1,2 are constants. Fixed-edge boundary conditions jM0 (x =  wj/2) = x jM0 (x =  wj/2) = 0 yield the following dispersion relation of the flexural vibrations:
This equation shows that the spacing between the flexural dispersion curves in opposite nanowebs is tunable by adjusting the nanoweb widths. The characteristic dispersion diagrams for flexural modes are presented in Fig. 2(a) . The phase-matching for SRLS transitions is met at cut-off frequencies. Therefore, both the transverse shape and the eigenfrequency of the SRLS vibrations can be found from Eqs. (8) and (9) for q = 0. While a slight change in thickness along the nanowebs will not affect the flexural vibrations, this has a huge impact on the optical modes: bound ones with low loss that do not penetrate into the fiber cladding can only be obtained at positions along the nanowebs where their thickness is locally increased. To simulate their effective index and transverse shape, we perform finite-element modelling using the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics and assume both nanowebs to feature the same convex Gaussian thickness profile, defined by its waist x and the change in thickness h. With this, the coordinates of the glass-air boundaries inside and outside the interweb gap become , respectively. For our simulations, we extract typical values h = 100 nm and x = 1.5 µm from a scanning electron micrograph of the experimental dual-nanoweb structure 27 . Although basically SIMS transitions are possible between any pair of co-propagating optical modes, their gain is maximum for transitions between the fundamental and the respective higher-order mode closest in wavevector. This is because an increasing SIMS wavevector q causes narrowing of the transverse shape of the vibrational mode (see Eq. (8)), at the same time decreasing the overlap between optical and acoustic modes. Simulations have shown that the closest wavevector with respect to the fundamental optical mode is met for the mode with a double-lobed transverse field distribution along the x-coordinate (see Fig. 1(c) ).
Next, we evaluate the dephasing for transitions between adjacent sidebands. At a wavelength of 1.55 m and for a web width of ~20 m the typical modal indices are ns = 1.309 and nf = 1.275 for slow and fast modes, respectively. The cut-off frequencies of flexural vibrations are Ω ~ 2π×5 MHz, resulting in the beat-note SRLS and SIMS wavevectors qR = ns / c  0.14 m -1 and qM = (ns0  nf 1) / c  140 mm 1 . These translate to acoustic wavelengths of ~45 m (SRLS) and ~45 μm (SIMS). A typical group velocity dispersion 2 = 500 ps 2 /km yields enormous characteristic dephasing lengths: it is /(2 Ω 2 ) ~ 10 6 km for SRLS transitions, whereas for SIMS transitions it is 2c/((ns -nf)Ω) ~ 22 km. Hence, we can neglect the dephasing between adjacent comb lines for both SRLS and SIMS phonons as typical fibre lengths used in experiments are orders of magnitude below these limits.
Taking into account all these considerations, we derive the steady-state equations (1a)(1e) governing the slowly-varying field amplitudes of each optical side-band and the flexural envelopes. To this end, Eqs. (5), and (7) are substituted into the wave equations (Eqs. (3) and (4)) while using Eqs. (8) and (9) . The rates of opto-acoustic coupling for the various transitions are given by 
